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Cloud Solutions on Demand

Get the jump on business changes
The rapid and continuous changes of business processes
are a strong constraint for all value-added services
companies.
Knowing how to respond to changes in a timely and effective
manner becomes the main factor to be competitive in the
market, surpassed only by the ability to anticipate and guide
these changes.
At the same time, increasing complexity makes it essential to
provide structured information systems for the management
of business processes.
IT systems must be designed to adapt to fast changes
through a controlled but significant evolution that maximizes
existing investments, avoiding unforseen challenges resulting
from complete replacement projects, while ensuring the
highest levels of efficiency.
ERP AS A DRIVER OF GROWTH

The challenge is to transform ERP management
systems into key enablers of business: not just back
office tools but real drivers of growth.
Breaking with traditional paradigms requires ERP
systems to be:
•
•
•
•
•

best of breed in each of the covered functional domains
flexible and easily evolvable also by the end-users
themselves
tailor-made, even if based on standard components
open but integrable with what is already in-house,
following an on-demand logic
also available in the cloud.
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ERP systems must be able to:
•
•
•

follow the companies in their expansion to international markets
focus on business processes, with predictive analysis tools
be implemented by business-domain experienced partners, able to manage projects with the
maximum safety.

The answer: TAS extendERP
TAS AND THE ERP WORLD, THE VALUE OF EXPERIENCE:
• more than 30 years of experience in ERP implementation
• application solutions implemented in-house using state of the art technology
• TAS solutions used by a huge customer portfolio both in Italy and in Europe
• solutions and skills strongly focused on value-added services business
• strong relationships with market technology leaders, systems integrators and consulting firms.
These are the main values underlying TAS proposition for the ERP market.
THE VALUE OF INNOVATION

The current market challenges led TAS to undertake a strategic project for the devolpment of
a new ERP solution capable to leverage on the past experiences and integrating the new key
values of the business proposition.
Born within a new chapter of the consolidated partnership with Oracle, TAS extendERP is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

implemented on J2EE web-native technology platform with a SOA architecture
based on market technological standards
easily integrable with existing ERP systems, thanks to its “by service” logic
available in the cloud as pay per use
consisting of a structurally integrated mix of international software components, Oracle Cloud
Apps, and TAS software components, in order to offer the best of breed in each application
domain
functionally complete to cover all ERP areas, such as administration, accounting, production and
management
verticalised for service companies and financial entities, areas of historical presence for TAS
integrated with a powerful component of workflow and document management
oriented to decision-making processes and predictive actions, thanks to an embedded business
intelligence platform available to all application modules.
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TAS extendERP components:
Focus on Business
TAS extendERP meets the growing needs of change management in tune with new
technology trends and with the needs of the market operators, with particular focus on
aspects such as cost reduction, ease of use, ease of integration with existing procedures
and the growing demand for interactivity. In addition to a full and deep functional coverage of
the most traditional administrative and accounting areas, the
new solution is characterised by a specific focus on business
oriented components.
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TAS Group provides services and technological
applications for cards, payment systems and financial
markets. We operate globally, delivering innovative
solutions to empower our customers’ business.
www.tasgroup.eu
solutions@tasgroup.eu

